All this is simply to say that all life is
interrelated. We are caught in an
inescapable network of mutuality; tied in
a single garment of destiny. Whatever
affects one directly affects all indirectly.
Strangely enough, I can never be what I
ought to be until you are what you ought
to be. You can never be what you ought
to be until I am what I ought to be.
This is the way the world is made. I
didn’t make it that way but this is the
interrelated structure of reality.
Martin Luther King
A Christmas Service on Peace
1967

Never believe that a few
caring people can't change
the world. For, indeed,
that's all who ever have.

Margaret Mead

A ‘great work’ must be undertaken.
An extremely important social task lies
before us: actuating [man’s] human
kind’s value, allowing him to attain the
maximum development of his energies,
truly preparing him to bring about a
different form of human society on a
higher plane.
Maria Montessori: Education and Peace

Maria Montessori

Non-violence is the greatest
force at the disposal of
mankind. It is mightier than
the mightiest weapon of
destruction devised by the
ingenuity of man.
Mahatma Gandhi

Poverty is not an accident.
Like slavery and apartheid,
it is man-made and can be
removed by the actions of
human beings.

Nelson Mandela

We abandon all and travel the
world, as did those in former times
who would sow seeds and go their
way. This is our destiny: to sow! To
sow everywhere, without ceasing,
never to harvest.

Maria Montessori in a letter from India
in 1940 to her two granddaughters

So many children, of so many ages
and characteristics, are in dire need
of protection for a myriad different
reasons. Very small infants, young
children, adolescents, young adults
- each unique and unrepeatable, all
deserving to be seen as persons, all
entitled to respectful care and
education and every one with the
inalienable right to be enjoyed and
have their existence celebrated.
Renilde Montessori - Prologue,
Educateurs Sans Frontières

This aim is to offer adequate aid to the development of
the growing human being. Education starts at birth,
and therefore concerns parents as well as all other
adults who take care of a child in the different milieu
in which it grows.’
Mario M. Montessori Jnr. (1976) Education For Human Development

A ‘great work’ must be undertaken.
An extremely important social talk
lies before us: actuating [man’s]
human kind’s value, allowing him to
attain the maximum development of
his energies, truly preparing him to
bring about a different form of
human society on a higher plane.

Maria Montessori,
Education and Peace

“We are all a single organism, one nation. By
becoming a single nation we have finally realised the
unconscious spiritual and religious aspiration of the
human soul, and this we can proclaim to every corner
of the earth.
We are living this reality. We have proof of it in the
almost miraculous powers that today are enabling
man to rise above his natural condition.
Man now flies higher and more confidently through the
heavens than the eagle; he has massed the invisible
secrets of the energy of the universe; he can look up
into the skies and the infinite; his voice can cross the
world's seas, and he can hear the echoes of all the
world's music; he now possesses the secret powers
of transforming matter.
In a word, contemporary man has citizenship in the
great nation of humanity”.
Maria Montessori,
Education and Peace

“When Mahatma Gandhi says to
you: “Spin and Weave”, I say to
you: Help the children, for they are
the threads of your nation; it is
through the children that your
nation will be constructed. Spin,
spin, spin. This should be as a
symbol to you, for you cannot
weave until you have spun… The
first part in this great construction
is the spinning and preparing of the
skein, then will follow the weaving
of the threads which will one day
form the society of the future.”
Maria Montessori in India in 1941 in a
lecture to the trainees

